Constrained nonlinear programming problems involving a nonlinear objective function with inequality and/or equality constraints introduce the possibility of multiple local optima. The task of global optimization is to find a solution where the objective function obtains its most extreme value while satisfying the constraints. Depending on the nature of the involved functions many solution methods have been proposed. Most of the existing population-based stochastic methods try to make the solution feasible by using a penalty function method. However, to find the appropriate penalty parameter is not an easy task. Population-based differential evolution is shown to be very efficient to solve global optimization problems with simple bounds. To handle the constraints effectively, in this paper, we propose a modified constrained differential evolution that uses self-adaptive control parameters, a mixed modified mutation, the inversion operation, a modified selection and the elitism in order to progress efficiently towards a global solution. In the modified selection, we propose a fitness function based on the global competitive ranking technique for handling the constraints. We test 13 benchmark problems. We also compare the results with the results found in literature. It is shown that our method is rather effective when solving constrained problems.
INTRODUCTION
Problems involving global optimization over continuous spaces are ubiquitous throughout the scientific community. Many real world problems are formulated as mathematical programming problems involving continuous variables with linear/nonlinear objective function and constraints. The constraints can be of inequality and equality type. Generally, the constrained nonlinear programming problems are formulated as follows: minimize f (x) subject to g k (x) ≤ 0 k = 1, 2, . . . , m 1 h l (x) = 0 l = 1, 2, . . . , m 2 l j ≤ x j ≤ u j j = 1, 2, . . . , n,
where, f , g k , h l : R n −→ R with feasible set F = {x ∈ R n : g(x) ≤ 0, h(x) = 0 and l ≤ x ≤ u}. f , g k , h l may be differentiable and the information about derivatives may or may not be provided.
Problem (1) involving global optimization (here we consider a minimization problem) of a multivariate function with constraints is widespread in the mathematical modeling of real world systems. Many problems can be described only by nonlinear relationships, which introduce the possibility of multiple local minima. The task of the global optimization is to find a solution where the objective function obtains its most extreme value, the global minimum, while satisfying the constraints.
In the last decades, many stochastic solution methods with different constraints handling techniques have been proposed to solve (1). Stochastic methods involve a random sample of solutions and the subsequent manipulation of the sample to find good local (and hopefully global) minima. The stochastic methods can be based on a point-to-point search or on a population-based search. Most of the existing population-based stochastic methods try to make the solution feasible by repairing the infeasible one or penalizing an infeasible solution with a penalty function method. However, to find the appropriate penalty parameter is not an easy task. Deb (2000) proposed an efficient constraints handling technique for genetic algorithms based on the feasibility and dominance rules. The author used a penalty function that does not require any penalty parameter. Barbosa and Lemonge (2003) proposed a parameter-less adaptive penalty scheme for genetic algorithms applied to constrained optimization problems. In the very recent paper the authors proposed this adaptive penalty scheme for differential evolution (Silva, Barbosa and Lemonge, 2011) . Hedar and Fukushima (2006) proposed a filter simulated annealing method for constrained continuous global optimization problems. The authors used the filter method (Fletcher and Leyffer, 2002) rather than the penalty method to handle the constraints. Runarsson and Yao proposed a stochastic ranking (Runarsson and Yao, 2000) and a global competitive ranking (Runarsson and Yao, 2003) technique for constrained evolutionary optimization based on evolution strategy. The authors presented a new view on the usual penalty function methods in terms of the dominance of penalty and objective functions. Dong, Tang, Xu and Wang (2005) proposed a swarm optimization based on constraint fitness priority-based ranking technique. Zahara and Hu (2008) proposed constrained optimization with a hybrid Nelder-Mead simplex method and a particle swarm optimization. The authors also used constraint fitness priority-based ranking technique for constraints handling. Rocha and Fernandes proposed the feasibility and dominance rules (Rocha and Fernandes, 2008 ) and the self-adaptive penalties (Rocha and Fernandes, 2009) in the electromagnetism-like algorithm for constrained global optimization problems. Coello Coello (2000) proposed constraints handling using an evolutionary multiobjective optimization technique. This author introduced the concept of nondominance (commonly used in multiobjective optimization) as a way to incorporate constraints into the fitness function of a genetic algorithm. Coello Coello and Cortés (2004) proposed hybridizing a genetic algorithm with an artificial immune system for global optimization. The authors used genotypic-based distances to move from infeasible solution to feasible one. Another constraints handling technique is the multilevel Pareto ranking based on the constraints matrix (Ray and Tai, 2001; Ray and Liew, 2003) . This technique is based on the concepts of Pareto nondominance in multiobjective optimization. Ray and Tai (2001) proposed an evolutionary algorithm with a multilevel pairing strategy and Ray and Liew (2003) proposed a society and civilization algorithm based on the simulation of social behaviour. Differential evolution (DE) proposed by Storn and Price (1997) is a population-based heuristic approach that is very efficient to solve global optimization problems with simple bounds. DE's performance depends on the amplification factor of differential variation and crossover control parameter. Hence selfadaptive control parameters have been implemented in DE in order to obtain a competitive algorithm. Further, to improve solution accuracy, techniques that are able to exploit locally certain regions, detected in the search space of the problem as promising, are also required. A local search starts from a candidate solution and then iteratively moves to a neighbour solution. Typically, every candidate solution has more than one neighbour solutions and the choice of movement depends only on the information about the solutions in the neighbourhood of the current one. When the solutions ought to be restricted to a set of equality and inequality constraints, an efficient constraints handling technique is also required in the solution method. In this paper, we propose a modified constrained differential evolution algorithm (herein denoted as m-CDE) that uses self-adaptive control parameters (Brest, Greiner, Bošković, Mernik andŽumer, 2006) , a mixture of modified mutations (Kaelo and Ali, 2006) , and also includes the inversion operation, a modified selection and the elitism to be able to progress efficiently towards a global solution of problems (1). To handle the constraints effectively, the modified selection incorporates the global competitive ranking technique to assess the fitness of all individual points in the population.
The organization of this paper is as follows. We describe the constraints handling techniques in Section 2. In Section 3 the modified constrained differential evolution is outlined. Section 4 describes the experimental results and finally we draw the conclusions of this study in Section 5.
CONSTRAINTS HANDLING TECHNIQUES
Stochastic methods are mostly developed for the global optimization of unconstrained problems. Finally, they are extended to the constrained problems with the modification of solution procedures or by applying penalty function methods. In populationbased techniques, the widely used approach to deal with constrained optimization problems is based on penalty functions. In penalty functions, a penalty term is added to the objective function in order to penalize the constraint violation. This enable us to transform a constrained optimization problem into a sequence of unconstrained subproblems, whose objective function is
where ζ(x) is a real-valued function and is greater than or equal to 0 aiming at measuring the constraint violation, H is a function of the constraint violation, and µ defines a positive penalty parameter aiming at balancing objective and constraint violation. An individual point is feasible if ζ(x) = 0.
In constrained optimization, it is very important to find the right balance between the objective function and the constraint violation. The penalty function method can be applied to any type of constraints, but the performance of penalty-type methods is not always satisfactory. Usually, µ is updated throughout the iterative process, so that the sequence of the solutions of the unconstrained subproblems converges to the solution of the constrained problem. Small values of µ can produce almost optimal but infeasible solutions. On the other hand, large values of µ can give feasible solutions although an optimal solution in the boundary may not be found. Hence, the most difficult aspect of a penalty function method is to determine the appropriate value to initialize the parameter µ, as well as the rule for its updating. For this reason alternative constraints handling techniques have been proposed in the last decades. Here, three different constraints handling techniques, usually used in population-based methods -stochastic ranking, global competitive ranking, and the feasibility and dominance rules -have been implemented, and extensively tested, in our m-CDE algorithm. They are briefly described below. Runarsson and Yao (2000) first proposed stochastic ranking for the constrained optimization. This is a bubble-sort-like algorithm to give ranks to individuals in a population stochastically. In this ranking method, two adjacent individual points are compared and given ranks and swapped. The algorithm is halt if there is no swap. Individuals are ranked primarily based on their constraint violations. The objective function values are then considered if: i) individuals are feasible, or ii) a uniform random number between 0 and 1 is less than or equal to P f . The probability P f is used only for comparisons of the objective function in the infeasible region of the search space.
Stochastic Ranking
That is, given any pair of two adjacent individual points, the probability of comparing them (in order to determine which one is fitter) according to the objective function is 1 if both individuals are feasible; otherwise it is P f . Such ranking ensures that good feasible solutions as well as promising infeasible ones are ranked in the top of the population.
In our implementation of the stochastic ranking (SR) method (Runarsson and Yao, 2000) in the modified constrained differential evolution, each individual point x i is evaluated according to the fitness function
where I i represents the rank of the point x i of the population and N is the number of individuals in a population. From (3), the fitness of an individual point having the highest rank will be 0 and that with the lowest rank will be 1. The best individual point in a population has the lowest fitness value. Runarsson and Yao (2003) proposed another constraints handling technique for constrained problems in order to strike the right balance between the objective function and the constraint violation. This method is called global competitive ranking. In this method, an individual point is ranked by comparing it against all other members of the population. In this ranking process, after calculating f and ζ for all the individuals, f and ζ are sorted separately in ascending order (since we consider the minimization problem) and given ranks. Special consideration is given to the tied individuals. In the case of tied individuals the same higher rank will be given. For example, in these eight individuals, already in ascending order, 6, (5, 8), 1, (2, 4, 7), 3 (individuals in parentheses have same value) the corresponding ranks are
Global Competitive Ranking
After the ranking of all the individuals based on the objective function f and the constraint violation ζ, separately, the fitness function of each individual point x i is given by
where Φ GR means fitness based on the global competitive ranking (GR), and I i, f and I i,ζ are the ranks of point x i based on the objective function and the constraint violation, respectively. P f indicates the probability that the fitness is calculated based on the rank of objective function. It is clear from the above that P f can be used easily to bias the calculation of fitness according to the objective function or the average constraint violation. The probability should take a value 0.0 < P f < 0.5 in order to guarantee that a feasible solution may be found. From (4), the fitness of an individual point is a value between 0 and 1, and the best individual point in a population has the lowest fitness value.
Feasibility and Dominance Rules
Deb (2000) proposed another constraints handling technique for population-based solution methods. It is based on a set of rules that use feasibility and dominance (FD) principles, as follows. First, the constraint violation ζ is calculated for all the individuals in a population. Then the objective function f is evaluated only for feasible individuals. Two individuals are compared at a time, and the following criteria are always enforced:
1. any feasible point is preferred to any infeasible point; 2. between two feasible points, one having better objective function is preferred; 3. between two infeasible points, one having smaller constraint violation is preferred.
In this case, the fitness of each individual point x i is calculated as follows
where f max, f is the objective function of the worst feasible solution in the population. When all individuals are infeasible then its value is set to zero. This fitness function is used to choose the best individual point in a population.
Modified Constrained Differential Evolution
The population-based differential evolution algorithm has become popular and has been used in many practical cases, mainly because it has demonstrated good convergence properties and is easy to understand. DE is a floating point encoding that creates a new candidate point by adding the weighted difference between two individuals to a third one in the population. This operation is called mutation. The mutant point's components are then mixed with the components of target point to yield the trial point. This mixing of components is referred to as crossover. In selection, a trial point replaces a target point for the next generation only if it is considered an equal or better point. In unconstrained optimization, the selection operation relies on the objective function. DE has three parameters: amplification factor of differential variation F, crossover control parameter Cr, and population size N. It is not an easy task to set the appropriate parameters since these depend on the nature and size of the optimization problems. Hence, self-adaptive control parameters ought to be implemented. Brest et al. (2006) proposed self-adaptive control parameters for DE when solving global optimization problems with simple bounds. In most original DE, three points are chosen randomly for mutation and the base point is then chosen at random within the three. This has an exploratory effect but it slows down the convergence of DE. Kaelo and Ali (2006) proposed a modified mutation for differential evolution.
The herein presented modified constrained differential evolution algorithm -m-CDE -for constrained nonlinear programming problems (1) includes: 1. the self-adaptive control parameters F and Cr, as proposed by Brest et al. (2006) ; 2. a modified mutation that mixes the modification proposed by Kaelo and Ali (2006) with the cyclical use of the overall best point as base point; 3. the inversion operation; 4. a modified selection that is based on the fitness of individuals; 5. the elitism. The modification in mutation allows m-CDE to enhance the local search around the overall best point. In modified selection of m-CDE, we introduce and test the three different techniques described so far for calculating the fitness function of individuals that are capable to handle the constrained problems (1). The modified constrained differential evolution is outlined below.
The target point of m-CDE, at iteration/generation z, is defined by
where n is the number of variables of the optimization problem and i = 1, 2, . . . , N. N does not change during the optimization process. The initial population is chosen randomly and should cover the entire component spaces.
Self-adaptive control parameters:
In m-CDE, we use self-adaptive control parameters for F and Cr proposed by Brest et al. (2006) by generating a different set (F i ,Cr i ) for each point x i in the population. The new control parameters for next generation F i,z+1 and Cr i,z+1 are calculated by
where and Cr i,z+1 are obtained before the mutation is performed. So, they influence the mutation, crossover and selection operations of the new point x i,z+1 . Modified mutation: In m-CDE, this is a mixture of two different types of mutation operations. We use the mutation proposed in (Kaelo and Ali, 2006) . After choosing three points randomly, the best point among three based on the fitness function is selected for the base point and the remaining two points are used as differential variation, i.e., for each target point x i,z , a mutant point is created according to
where r 1 , r 2 , r 3 are randomly chosen from the set {1, 2, . . . , N}, mutually different and different from the running index i and r 3 is the index with the best fitness (among the three points). This modification has a local effect when the points of the population form a cluster around the global minimizer. Furthermore, at every B generations, the best point found so far is used as the base point and two randomly chosen points are used as differential variation, i.e.,
These mixed modifications allow m-CDE to maintain its exploratory feature and at the same time to exploit the region around the best individual of the population expediting the convergence. Crossover: In order to increase the diversity of the mutant points' components, crossover is introduced. To this end, the crossover point u i,z+1 is formed, where
In (9), r j ∼ U[0, 1] performs the mixing of jth component of points, s i is randomly chosen from the set {1, 2, . . . , n} and ensures that u i,z+1 gets at least one component from v i,z+1 . Inversion: Since in m-CDE, a point has ndimensional real components, inversion (Holland, 1975) can easily be applicable. With the inversion probability (p inv ∈ [0, 1]), two positions are chosen on the point u i , the point is cut at those positions, and the cut segment is reversed and reinserted back into the point to create the trial point u ′ i . In practice, m-CDE with the inversion has been shown to give better results than those obtained without the inversion. An illustrative example of inversion is shown in Figure 1 . Bounds check: When generating the mutant point and when the inversion operation is performed, some components can be generated outside the bound constraints. So, in m-CDE after inversion the bounds of each component should be checked with the following projection of bounds:
otherwise.
(10)
Modified selection: In original DE, the target and the trial points are compared based on their corresponding objective function to decide which point becomes a member of the next generation, that is if the trial point's objective function is less than or equal to the that of target point, then the trial point will be the target point for the next generation.
In this paper, for constrained nonlinear programming problems, we propose a modified selection based on one of the fitness functions of individuals discussed so far. When using the global competitive ranking technique, all the target points at generation z and trial points at generation z + 1 are ranked together and their corresponding fitness Φ GR are calculated. Then the modified selection is performed, i.e., the trial and the target points are compared to decide which will be the new target points for next generation based on their calculated fitness by the following way
(11) After performing selection in m-CDE, the best point is chosen in the current generation based on the lowest fitness function of the target points.
A similar procedure is performed when the stochastic ranking technique is implemented.
On the other hand, when using the feasibility and dominance principles, the trial and the target points are compared based on the three feasibility and dominance rules to decide which will be the new target points for next generation. After performing selection, the fitness function Φ FD for all the target points are calculated, and the best point based on the lowest fitness function in the current generation is chosen. We remark that this point is the overall best point in the entire generations so far.
Elitism:
The elitism is also performed to keep the best point found so far in the entire generations. The elitism aims at preserving in the entire generations the individual point that, with the constraint violation 0 or smaller than others, has the smaller objective function. This is only required when either the stochastic ranking or the global competitive ranking is used to calculate fitness of individuals. We remark that in these two techniques, fitness values of individuals are calculated at every generation based on their corresponding ranks. Thus, the fitness of best individual point (based on the objective function and the constraint violation) may not be the lowest one. = u i1,z+1 u i2,z+1 u i3,z+1 u i4,z+1 u i5,z+1 u i6,z+1 u i7,z+1 u 
Figure 1: Inversion used in m-CDE highest and the lowest fitness function values respectively, attained at generation z, then our m-CDE algorithm terminates if (z > G max or ( f max,z − f min,z ) ≤ η), for a small positive number η.
The m-CDE Algorithm
The algorithm of the herein proposed modified constrained differential evolution for constrained global optimization is described in the following:
Step 1 : Set the values of parameters N, G max , B, P f , F l , F u , τ 1 , τ 2 , p inv , and η.
Step 2 : Set z = 1. Initialize the population x 1 , F 1 and Cr 1 .
Step 3 : Calculate the fitness function Φ(x z ).
Step 4 : Choose f max,z and f min,z from target points.
For stochastic and global competitive ranking, perform the elitism to choose f best and x best . Otherwise for feasibility and dominance rules technique, set f best = f min,z and x best = x min,z .
Step 5 : If the termination criterion is met stop. Otherwise set z = z + 1.
Step 6 : Compute the control parameters F z and Cr z .
Step 7 : Compute the mutant point v z :
If MOD(z, B) = 0; use (8). Otherwise use (7).
Step 8 : Perform the crossover to make point u z .
Step 9 : If a random number γ ∼ U[0, 1] ≤ p inv , perform inversion to make trial point u ′ z .
Step 10 : Check the bounds of the trial points.
Step 11 : Calculate the fitness function Φ(x z ) for all the target and trial points.
Step 12 : Perform the modified selection discussed above.
Step 13 : Go to step 4.
Experimental Results
We code m-CDE in C with AMPL (Fourer, Gay and Kernighan, 1993) interfacing and compile with Microsoft Visual Studio 9.0 compiler in a PC having 2.5 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor and 4 GB RAM.
We set the value of parameters N = min (100, 10n) , B = 10, P f = 0.45, p inv = 0.05 and η = 10 −6 . We consider 13 benchmark constrained nonlinear programming problems (Runarsson and Yao, 2000) . The characteristics of these test problems are outlined in Table 1. We model these problems in AMPL modeling systems. To access these models please visit http://www.norg.uminho.pt/emgpf/problems.htm. The following average measure of constraint violation of an individual point x is used:
where m = m 1 + m 2 is the total number of constraints. In this paper, we consider an individual point as a feasible one if ζ(x) ≤ δ, where δ is a very small positive number. Here we set δ = 10 −8 . We test m-CDE with the previously described constraints handling techniques and compare their performance using performance profiles (Dolan and Moré, 2002) . A comparison with other solution methods found in literature is also included.
Performance Profiles
For a fair comparison we run all the variants of m-CDE in comparison for 30 times and reported the results. We used different G max for the 13 problems, but used the same value for all the variants.
We used the performance profiles proposed by Dolan and Moré (2002) to evaluate and compare the performance of the variants. Performance profiles are the graphical representation of performance of different solvers/variants/codes for a set of test problems on the basis of their performance ratio. The performance profile plot represents the cumulative distribution function of the performance ratio based on an appropriate performance metric. The authors proposed the computing time required to solve a problem as a performance metric for different solvers (Dolan and Moré, 2002) , but other performance metrics could be used.
In our comparative study, let P be the set of all problems and S be the set of all variants of m-CDE.
Also let m (p,s) be the performance metric found by variant s ∈ S on problem p ∈ P that measures the relative improvement of the objective function values, a scaled distance to the optimal objective function value f opt (Ali, Khompatraporn and Zabinsky, 2005) , defined by
In (12), f (p,s) is the average/best of objective function values found by variant s on problem p after 30 runs and f w is the worst objective function value of problem p after 30 runs among all variants. Since a zero value of min{m (p,s) : s ∈ S} may appear, the performance ratios used in our comparative study are defined (Vaz and Vicente, 2007) by
where q = min{m (p,s) : s ∈ S}. Then ρ s (τ), the fraction of problems for which the variant s has a performance ratio r (p,s) within a factor τ, is given by
where n P τ is the number of problems in P with r (p,s) ≤ τ and n P is the total number of problems in P . ρ s (τ) is the probability (for variant s ∈ S) that the performance ratio r (p,s) is within a factor τ ∈ R of the best possible ratio. At first, we tested our program with the stochastic ranking and the global competitive rankings for obtaining solutions of the above 13 constrained problems to check which technique is better than the others in comparison. The variants were stochastic ranking, global competitive ranking 1, with a fixed value of P f , and global competitive ranking 2, with a random value of P f in the interval (0, 0.45). Figure 2 shows the profiles of the performance metric f avg , the average of the best solutions obtained over the 30 runs. If we are only interested in knowing which vari- ant is the most efficient, in the sense that it reaches the best solutions mostly, we compare the values of ρ for τ = 1, and find the highest value which is the probability that the variant will win over the remaining ones. However, to know the robustness of variants, we compare the values of ρ(τ) for large values of τ. It means that variants with the largest probabilities ρ(τ) for large values of τ are the most robust ones. In this figure it is shown that variant global competitive ranking 1 (for fixed value of P f ) wins over the other two variants of m-CDE. In the second experiment, we tested the following four variants of m-CDE: feasibility and dominance rules, stochastic ranking, global competitive ranking 1 and global competitive ranking 2 (as previously defined). To be able to fairly compare with the variant feasibility and dominance rules, the other variants were fairly modified. After the modified se- lection step of the algorithm, the fitness function is recalculated now using (5) so that the best and the worst target points of the population are identified according to the objective function and constraint violation values. Figure 3 shows the profiles of the performance metric f avg for the four variants. In this figure it is shown that variant global competitive ranking 1 here also wins over the other three variants of m-CDE in comparison.
From the above discussion it is clear that in both cases the variant of m-CDE based on global competitive ranking with fixed value of P f gave better performance over the other ones. We also tested our m-CDE with global dense ranking technique but the obtained results were significantly worse than those obtained by global competitive ranking technique.
Comparing With Other Methods
We also compare our m-CDE (based on the global competitive ranking with fixed value of P f ) with the stochastic ranking presented in (Runarsson and Yao, 2000) and the global competitive ranking presented in (Runarsson and Yao, 2003) . The authors proposed these techniques based on a (30, 200) evolution strategy. Here, the stochastic ranking technique is denoted by SRES and the global competitive ranking technique is GRES. An adaptive penalty scheme for constraint handling with dynamic use of variants of differential evolution (DUVDE) (Silva et al., 2011) is also used in the comparison. We set the same value of maximum number of generations according to Yao, 2000, 2003) . We set G max = 1750 for all the problems except problem g12 for all the runs. G max = 175 was set for g12. Here, we aim to get a solution within 0.001% of the optimal solution f opt .
Firstly, we run all the 13 problems 30 times with the global competitive ranking technique using modified constrained differential evolution. Here we identified f min and f max of the objective function based on the current fitness function Φ GR at generation z. Then elitism was performed to determine the f best . Hereafter we will denote this version by m-CDE1. We report 'best', 'worst', 'avg.' (average), 'median' and 'std. dev.' (standard deviation) of the best objective functions and 'avg. vio.' (average constraint violation) among all the 30 runs. The average number of generations 'G avg ' attained among the 30 runs is also reported. These results are shown in Table 2 .
Secondly, we run again all the 13 problems 30 times with the global competitive ranking technique using modified constrained differential evolution, but this time, both f min and f max are identified after recalculating the fitness of all individuals in the population using function Φ FD , at each generation z. Then we set f best = f min . Hereafter we will denote this version by m-CDE2. We remark that m-CDE2 is the variant global competitive ranking 1 of the second experience reported in the previous subsection. The results are shown in Table 3 . It is shown from Tables 2 and 3 that in almost all problems with respect to the different objective function measures the results obtained by m-CDE1 are relatively better than those of m-CDE2.
Finally, to compare the results obtained by m-CDE1, shown in Table 2 , with DUVDE, SRES and GRES, results of 'best', 'avg.' and 'std. dev.' of the best objective functions among 30 runs are shown in Table 4 . These results are taken from the cited papers (Silva et al., 2011) , (Runarsson and Yao, 2000) and (Runarsson and Yao, 2003) respectively. In m-CDE1, we use the population size N dependent on the dimension of test problem and use the maximum number of generations according to Yao, 2000, 2003) , although in DUVDE the authors used the population size 50 and the maximum number of generations 3684 for all the tested problems. Problems g12 and g13 were not tested with DUVDE (Silva et al., 2011) . From Tables 2 and 4 we may conclude that for most of the problems, and with respect to all measures of comparison, m-CDE1 performs rather well when compared with DUVDE, SRES and GRES.
From the above discussion it is clear that the proposed modified constrained differential evolution based on the global competitive ranking technique to handle constraints, is rather effective when converging to constrained global solutions.
Conclusions
In this paper, to make the DE methodology more efficient to handle the constraints in constrained global optimization problems, a modified constrained differential evolution algorithm has been proposed. The modifications focus on self-adaptive control parameters, modified mutation, modified selection and elitism. Inversion operation has also been implemented in the proposed m-CDE.
To conclude, we emphasize the modifications that mostly influence the efficiency of the algorithm. The mixed modified mutation, in the m-CDE algorithm, aims at exploring both the entire search space (when using the mutation proposed in (Kaelo and Ali, 2006) ) and the neighbourhood of the best point found so far (when using the best point as the base point cyclically). The modified selection, to handle the constraints effectively, uses a fitness function based on the global competitive ranking technique. In this technique, fitness of all target and trial points are calculated all together after ranking them based on the objective function and the constraint violation separately, for competing in modified selection to decide which points win for next generation population. This technique seems to have stricken the right balance between the objective function and the constraint violation for obtaining a global solution while satisfying the constraints.
To test the effectiveness of the new m-CDE, 13 benchmark constrained nonlinear programming problems have been considered. These problems have also been solved with the stochastic ranking and the feasibility and dominance rules techniques and comparison has been made based on their performance profiles. It is shown that m-CDE with the global competitive ranking, based on a fixed value of P f , is relatively better than the other two techniques. A comparison has also been made with other results from the literature: the adaptive penalty-based differential evolution, the stochastic ranking based on an evolution strategy, and the global competitive ranking based on an evolution strategy. It is shown that m-CDE is rather competitive when compared with the other solution methods. Future developments will focus on the extension of the m-CDE to problems with mixed integer variables.
